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erosis is a disease clinically categorized as a silent killer as its symptoms only become pronounced after th

ively progressed. Therefore, early detection, prediction and treatment become of great priority. The foc

o develop a deeper understanding of plaque formation and the role of key structural variations, specif

n angle and degree of stenosis, on its progression in a numerical carotid artery model. A two-way coupl

raction (FSI) numerical approach has been implemented, with the consideration of isotropic elasticity for 

metrically induced hemodynamic flow variations were monitored by tracking changes in hemodynamic in

e wall shear stress (WSS) and vortex structures. The numerical results demonstrate general trends of the bi

lifying recirculation zones, reducing WSS at the sinus far walls, and inhibiting wall deformations about 

e, progressive stenosis is shown to induce new vortices, increase and decrease WSS at the outer walls and

ectively, and promote larger deformations. These hemodynamic flow and structural variations hint at incre

plaque buildup with the increase of bifurcation angle at lower degrees of stenosis, while an increased risk 

s associated with higher degrees of stenosis. 

uction

dicine, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is an umbrella term that lumps heart-related diseases including

, cerebrovascular accident (CVA) [1], chronic obstructive pulmonary disease[2], and coronary heart dis

ases are considered to be the leading cause of non-communicable disease (NCD) mortality worldwide

17.9 million recorded deaths according to the World Health Organization (WHO)’s 2019 CVDs repor

ular diseases generally refer to anomalies in blood flow patterns to the intended organs, their causes 

 with one another. For instance, CVA, otherwise known as a stroke, is categorized into two groups

nd hemorrhagic. An ischemic stroke simply refers to a decreased blood flow to the brain due to a blood

e, a hemorrhagic stroke defines a stroke due to the weakening and rupture of arteries, which is followed 

to the intracranial cavity [6]. However, the two types can coincide in occurrence, where the blood clot ca

upture and lead to this leakage [7]. Therefore, this highlights the importance of closely scrutinizing the oc
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lots and its factors. According to Qiu et al. [8], uncontrolled blood clotting during atherosclerosis can occ

ing of the plaque build-up in the artery. Hence, in such scenarios, the risk of a weakened, ruptured artery

tly higher. 

ally, atherosclerotic plaque occurs preferentially at complex anatomical sites such as bifurcations, junct

ere the hemodynamic stability at those locations is susceptible to geometric variation [9,10]. The locali

rotic plaque is most pronounced at the widened segment of ICA, commonly referred as carotid sinus 

aroreceptors which are responsible for blood pressure detection and regulation [10,11]. From a hemodyna

t is widely accepted that locally disturbed flow patterns characterized by low and oscillating WSS play

t role in the initiation and development of atherosclerotic plaque compared to high wall shear stress (WSS

st discovery of such correlation can be backdated to late 60’s and early 70’s where Caro et al. [15,16] indi

tion of atherosclerotic lesions was linked to regions with low WSS. The low WSS theory has been b

 researchers [10,11,17,18] and has been widely adopted since then. 

ssical medicine, the plaque deposition size has been, and still is, a primary indicator of stenosis severity

eterministic factor of the type of therapeutic procedure that needs to be undertaken by the patient. Curren

American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) and the European Carotid Surgery Tria

e recognized as criteria that enable the prediction and prevention of a potential stroke due to an existin

osis [19]. However, significant differences lay in their calculations and categorizing of stenosis degrees. In

T, the stenosis percentage is calculated as the diameter difference between the internal carotid artery (ICA

ection. Moreover, NASCET assumes a stenosis percentage of ≥ 70% requires endarterectomy. Meanwhi

 the stenosis by finding the difference between the original diameter of the stenosed section and its

ue to stenosis. Unlike NASCET, ECST assumes a stenosis percentage ≥ 80% requires an endarterectom

ve investigations attempted finding a deterministic conclusion as to which criterion is precise quantificati

egree. Studies such as Staikov et al. [20], Donnan et al. [21], and Rothwell et al. [22] all have una

 that the NASCET method tends to underpredict the degree of stenosis when compared to the ECST

 Saba et al.[23] have determined that this difference between the two methods gradually becomes insi

 two methods have their differences, they share the same shortcomings when it comes to predicting the se

stenosis. Many studies have observed an increased stroke vulnerability in patients experiencing an 

4]. Therefore, it is essential to understand physiological cause and effect of such kind of stenosis. 
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t, numerous studies have been conducted by researchers in the past to investigate the hemodynamic 

n angle variation in arteries. Considerable number of numerical studies have been performed using idea

ecific geometries to investigate the hemodynamic effect of bifurcation angle variation in healthy carotid

ndings were obtained where reduction of flow velocity and wall shear stress, accompanied with enhan

 and recirculation, occurs prominently at the outer carotid sinus wall with increasing bifurcation angles [25

hand, extensive research works have been done to study the hemodynamic influence of bifurcation angle 

y arteries under both healthy and pathological conditions, Chaichana et al. [28] and Rabbi et al. [29] inv

 variation effects hemodynamic behavior of idealized and patient-specific coronary artery models with bi

s. The results from both studies agree with the findings from carotid bifurcation explorations in which red

agnitude and wall shear stress increases with angulation. From another point of view, Liu et al.[30] e

onal fluid dynamics (CFD) to quantify the effects of curvature and bifurcation on blood flow dynamics in

heir findings disagreed with Chaichana et al. [28] and Rabbi et al.[29] indicating that the low WSS region

n with the increase of the branch angle. 

us arguments regarding the influence of bifurcation angle on the development of atherosclerotic lesions 

ive conclusion has been reached on the question of which or whether if bifurcation angles favor its forma

Friedman et al. [31] investigated the relationship between bifurcation angle of left main coronary artery

n of early sudanophilic lesions and their findings contradicted with the results from Perktold et al. [18], N

nd Saho et al. [26], indicating that hemodynamic disturbance are more prominent in lower level bifurcati

 the other hand, Chiastra et al. [32] evaluated the hemodynamic effects the bifurcation angle and curvatu

 have in both healthy and stenosed coronary arteries. The results showed that the bifurcation angle has n

 the hemodynamics in both healthy and stenosed arteries as compared to the effects of the curvatur

g the radius was shown to catalyze formations of helical fluid structures; however, it presented moderate e

wall shear stress in stenosed cases. Meanwhile, the reduction of areas with low time-averaged wall shear s

more pronounced in healthy models with larger bifurcation angles, confirming previous investigations [2

 Lee et al. [34] quantified the relationship between various geometric factors and hemodynamic dis

bifurcation angle and concluded that there is no significant association between bifurcation angle 

e. 
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 from bifurcation geometry, the assumption of rheological properties of blood remains controversial until

 various arguments on the question of whether blood is of Newtonian or non-Newtonian nature. The ad

n model for blood is reasonable due to the fact that non-Newtonian characteristics of the blood has negligi

odynamic parameters [10,17,18]. However, Gijsen et al. [35] and Chen et al. [36] reported a significant d

 when a non-Newtonian model was employed in a steady bifurcation. Newtonian approximation is accep

els (such as carotid artery) as the shear rates are higher than 100 s-1 [37] and the size of blood cells is small c

el diameter[38]. 

other note, the effect of inlet flow velocity on hemodynamics was yet another hemodynamic property inv

us studies [39-43] with majority of the studies [41-43] indicating that the modification in the inlet velocit

hanges in the wall shear stress as significant as what geometric variation would produce. For instance, 

antified the solution errors imposed by the substitution of 3D in vivo velocity profile with Womersley pr

ered that the geometric variation induced more influence over the WSS than variations in inlet velocity

gs were supported by Campbell et al. [42] which studied the effects of employing different idealized inle

flat, parabolic and Womersley) by comparing mean WSS with simulation employing patient-specific

was discovered that all simulations exhibited remarkably similar result in terms of wall shear stress distrib

 regardless of the inlet velocity profile shape with geometrical variation imposing more significant

 to the choice of inlet velocity profile. While the statements may hold true in the studies’ respective geome

 to consider that such conclusion does not hold in cases where the velocity profile cannot be assumed sym

ords, this ‘a priori’ approach is unreliable in cases where the flow is fully developed in the carotid arter

e velocity profile is known to be influenced by many factors, namely pulsatility, viscosity, diameter of

nd more recently the severity of stenosis [45]. Furthermore, case studies observing the flow at regions near

he carotid siphon will face challenges implementing the said velocity profiles as numerical predictions of

 is because the flow is generally not fully developed yet, making it an inaccurate prediction. As for the m

s that study the carotid artery near the sinus, velocity profiles such as the Womersley profile [40] are deem

 blood flow profiles. 

ly, many investigations found in the literature had the tendency to numerically investigate patient-specifi

ed carotid artery models alike to scrutinize underlying hemodynamic behaviours in those specific models 

 atherosclerosis development. While these studies uncover a multitude of relationships between the blood 
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ial wall behaviour and the development of atherosclerosis, these studies are typically restricted to one g

ation sources from the fact that carotid arteries vary from one person to another, in addition to its inte

This deems it a challenge to generalize the deduced conclusions from these studies. Therefore, as a s

d to this problem, this investigation considers an idealized model of the carotid artery that enables a

to the artery geometry through changing the bifurcation angle and the degree of stenosis. Moreover, a fl

 (FSI) method is implemented in the investigation to highlight the impact of the induced hemodynami

al manipulations on the artery wall. This study presents a comprehensive analysis of the hemodynamic 

n angle variations and stenosis severities will be presented in the following sections of this report. The

into the following: (i) Section II discusses the fluid and static modelling methodology used in settin

 simulation (ii) Section III presents and elaborates on the numerical results describing key hemo

s, such as flow velocity and the wall shear stress (WSS) (iii) Section IV draws key conclusions from the 

ical methodology

tid artery geometry and case setup 

s numerical investigation, 12 three dimensional (3D) idealized carotid artery cases were constructed using

Design Modeler. The idealized model simply refers to the assumption of a straight cylindrical pipe as

 concept behind the formation of the carotid artery geometry. This is highlighted in the base carotid arte

FIG 1 in which the model is composed of the fluid domain for blood flow and the structural domain for t

 form of modelling is employed to perform a fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation shown later in 

model is divided into three main parts, namely the common carotid artery (CCA), the internal carotid arte

ternal carotid artery (ECA), where the typical carotid geometrical features are introduced. A primary exam

nosis that lies at the beginning of the ICA past the artery junction. The dimensions of each of the carotid

e summarized in Table 1. Moreover, in the cases shown in FIG 3, two key geometrical parameters were v

n angle and the degree of stenosis at the carotid sinus. These parameters were obtained from Perktold et al

t al.[25] and were considered in this investigation, as tabulated in Table 1. 
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ry, ICA is the internal carotid artery, and the ECA is the external carotid artery. The ICA angle is 25°. The red d

the carotid sinus region where stenosis is predicted to occur, while the blue dashed box represents the location of th

iew of the CCA showing the modelling of the artery wall with respect to the fluid domain, where 𝑡 is the wall thickness

ermore, a notable dimensioning assumption is that the basis of the model construction is accounting for bi

ges through varying the internal carotid angle from 15° to 40° while maintaining the external carotid ang

tigated values were obtained through cross-examination of previous patient-specific experimental stu

 a range that sits well within the mean range reported in those works. In particular, with the accountin

arotid artery centerlines, Thomas et al.[47] reported bifurcation angle of 61.5° ± 4.1°, Foster et al.[48] rep

 Kamenskiy et al.[49] reported 47.77° ± 25.61°. As for the second geometric parameter, the degree of s

h respect to the stenosis severity standardized by the European Carotid Surgery Trial (ECST) [50], as it w

riterion showed linearity with the risk of ipsilateral cerebrovascular or retinal ischemic (CORI) events an

r conversion between different stenosis measurement methods [51,52]. Hence, in the artery geometry con

osis percentages of 0%, 50%, 70%, and 80% were modelled and chosen for exploration. 
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ometric parameters for the generation of the base carotid artery model shown in FIG 2. 

Parameters 
ICA Angle, 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴(°)

15 25 40 

f common carotid artery, 𝐷 (𝑚𝑚) 6.2 6.2 6.2 

f internal carotid artery, 𝐷𝑖  (𝑚𝑚) 4.34 4.34 4.34 

f external carotid artery, 𝐷𝑒𝑥  (𝑚𝑚) 3.658 3.658 3.658 

f cross section at Level B, 𝐷𝐵  (𝑚𝑚) 6.324 6.324 6.324 

carotid sinus diameter, 𝐷𝑠 (𝑚𝑚) 6.572 6.572 6.572 

urvature, 𝑟𝑐  (𝑚𝑚) 26.04 13.95 11.16 

 apex from Level A, 𝑙 (𝑚𝑚) 7.44 7.13 7.13 

 thickness, t (mm) 0.7 0.7 0.7 

abelling letters, A, B, C, D in FIG 2 illustrates different flow cross-section levels at which numerical result

lots, are collected and presented. Cross-section level A refers to the common carotid artery; AB 1 and A

e blood flow about the artery junction. Meanwhile, B, C, D, E, and F collectively represent the blood flo

rotid where level B is proximal to the carotid sinus, level C coincides with the maximum sinus diameter,

 proximal to the carotid sinus downstream, while level F represents the flow at the nominal cross-section

al carotid artery. On the other hand, planes G, H, and I model the flow within the external carotid ar
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section of ICA was revealed as one of the regions which is the most vulnerable to intimal thickening an

 according to the quantitative determinations from Zarins et al.[10]. With the consideration of the aforem

riteria, the stenosed carotid models were constructed by adapting an eccentric stenosis growth on the bas

del at the proximal internal carotid artery sinus. An eccentric stenosis was chosen for modelling since it

 levels of severity compared to its size, as opposed to the typical concentric stenosis conditions. The 

as emulated in the geometry by assuming a semi-cylinder cutting through the outer wall of the carotid s

der’s  

justed to represent different degrees of stenosis, as per the definitions of stenosis severity provided by t

This criterion is mathematically defined as  

𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠 =  
∅𝐼𝐶𝐴 − ∅𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠

∅𝐼𝐶𝐴

× 100 

𝐼𝐶𝐴  is the original diameter at the site of stenosis, ∅𝑆𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠  is the minimum diameter of the site after

, quantifying and assessing the artery’s hemodynamics during such cases of stenosis becomes of great im

rn. This stenosis shape was chosen as one of the many approximations of naturally occurring plaque b

ecific carotid arteries. Typically, these approximations are inspired by CT-scans and MRI-scans p

 of patient-specific stenosed arteries [53,54]. Freidoonimehr et al. [55] demonstrate the influence of 

apes have on the downstream flow behavior mentioning that the downstream velocity profiles do not var

rent eccentric stenosis shapes. However, flow transitional behavior, coherent structures, and re-laminari

m flow vary steeply from one shape to another. It has been demonstrated that the ‘half-moon’ eccentric s

oonimehr et al. [55] use to describe the semi-cylinder shape, induces higher flow fluctuations and higher

 hint at more serious hemodynamic complications with increased degree of stenosis. Therefore, the semi-c

been chosen for investigation to scrutinize its potential dangers with respect to variations in the bifurcation

r the carotid artery geometry, the assumption of a simplified carotid artery geometry was made to sim

 creating new iterations of the geometry by changing the bifurcation angle and the degree of stenosis. H

geometrical simplification, some geometrical attributes associated with real carotid artery models were n

e studied straight cylindrical geometry, typical patient-specific carotid artery geometry would illustr

 about each of the three main artery sectors, CCA, ICA, and the ECA. Moreover, patient-specific arterie

e degree of cross-sectional eccentricity [56,57]. Generally, the key parameter that is dependent on such ge

is the velocity distribution. The presence of curvatures and eccentricities tend to induce eccentricity in the
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wnstream of the CCA, ICA, and ECA. However, it has been shown in the literature that this deviatio

rofile is insignificant, specifically at the carotid sinus [58]. Therefore, the numerical analysis was carried

fied model. 

 12 cases of geometrical variations in the base model of the carotid artery’s bifurcation angle and degree of eccentric 

sinus. The diagram shows these variations applied on the fluid domain of the carotid artery to model the blood flow p

artery wall. The cases are summarized in a matrix presented in Table 2. 
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ICA Angle, 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴(°)

15 25 40 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 

Case 10 Case 11 Case 12 

overning equations 

s section, the set of equations that describe the blood flow, and its hemodynamic behavior, in the presente

dels are identified and discussed. Typically, such equations govern the continuity and the momentu

 fluid flow. In addition, these equations are generally coupled with a turbulence model that defines the 

of flow by implementations of either Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) models or Large Eddy Sim

dels. In other cases, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is implemented to resolve the Navier-Stokes

ithout the use of turbulence models [59]. However, in the case of the aforementioned carotid artery m

 is assumed laminar [60-62], and thus, no turbulence model is employed. Instead, an additional set of g

that describe the interaction between the arterial blood flow and the artery wall is considered; these equa

merical category known as fluid-structure interaction (FSI). 

rally, FSI is a numerical method that mediates between the CFD solver and the FEA solver that transla

orce on a given structure to load on that structure, in which the structural displacement is then compu

pling is grouped as follows: one-way coupling and two-way coupling. As the names suggest, a one-way

eans that the transfer of data occurs only in one direction from the fluid solver into the structural solv

y, the force applied by the fluid is calculated and input into the structural solver to calculate the displ

 the two-way coupling performs the same calculation; however, the calculated displacement is then fed 

olver to assess the effect of this structural deformation on the fluid flow. For this investigation, with the 

quired to model the complete arterial behavior, a two-way coupling is employed, as shown in FIG 4. 
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 flow modelling 

tioned earlier, the blood flow is assumed to be laminar, as the bulk Reynolds number attained in the

oreover, it is assumed to be incompressible, Newtonian, and pulsatile. These assumptions are found appro

n unanimously understood that the singular blood cell diameter is comparatively small compared to the

3]. Therefore, the blood’s viscosity is assumed constant and independent from the shear rate. Accordi

that govern the flow in the numerical setup are then expressed and implemented as such: 

(𝒖 ∙ ∇)𝐮) = −∇P + 𝜇𝜓𝑓
∇2𝐮

𝜓𝑓
 represents the blood density, 𝒖 is the velocity vector, 𝑃 is the pressure, 𝜇𝜓𝑓

 is the dynamic viscosity 

, t is the flowtime. Equation 2 defines the continuity where a mass flow balance is described to be m

t the entire flow simulation. However, this highlights the assumption made in Equation 3 in which bod

avitation forces, are neglected. 

tural deformation 

the aforementioned setup of blood flow, it is understood that blood can generally exert some form of force

e on the artery walls. Typically, when FSI is employed, one must decide the methodological approach,
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− (4)
n approach or the Eulerian approach. Therefore, a FSI approach utilizing the standard arbitrary Lagrange

thod [64] is employed to acknowledge such force exertion and account for its consequent impact on the art

f displacement and deformation. As a two-way coupling is utilized, this is performed in an iterative mann

rofiles are passed from the fluid solver, represented by ANSYS Fluent 21[65][65][64][64][61], to the 

resented by ANSYS Mechanical 21[66][66][65][65][62], and the calculated displacements are then cyc

structural solver to the fluid solver. This iterative process continues until a converged solution is reach

ution is achieved. Figure 5 below highlights the location at which the FSI method is implemented. 

I domains and the boundary interface at which the data transfers occur in the artery. 𝜓𝑆 represents the solid artery wa

nts the fluid blood domain, and Γ𝐹,𝑆 highlights the boundary interface.

thematical representations of the fluid domain are covered in Equations 2 and 3, the governing equatio

wall, specifically its deformations, are expressed by the linear momentum conservation equation written as

𝑆
 is the artery wall density, d is the wall displacement, 𝒃 stands for the vector of body forces exerted on

e Cauchy stress tensor [67] where it equates to: 

̿ + 𝜆𝐿 𝑡𝑟(𝜀)̿ 𝐼

entity matrix, 𝜀  ̿is the infinitesimal strain tensor, 𝑡𝑟 is the trace function, while 𝜆𝐿  and 𝜇𝐿  represent the 

mé parameters. These parameters are expressed as shown in Equations 6 and 7. It is important to keep in 

5 holds true only when the artery wall is assumed to behave in a homogeneous isotropic, linear, and elasti

∇ ∙ σ̿ = 𝜌𝜓𝑆
𝒃



𝜆𝐿  =
(1 +

(6) 

𝜇𝐿  =
2(1

(7) 

Moreover domains, 

a displace -structure 

interface Γ vely.

𝑑𝑠,Γ𝐹,𝑆
= 𝑑 (8)

𝑡𝑟𝑠,Γ𝐹,𝑆
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = (9)

In Equatio eover, in

Equation 8 id on the

interface. 

2.5. Mate

With on in the 

presented bsection, 

an incomp to 𝜇𝜓𝑓
=

0.003675 ed to be 

linear, ela t at 𝐸 =

0.9 𝑀𝑃𝑎, ildup, its

true comp  was not 

considered e. 

2.6. Boun

The b ided into 

two prima ns. 

In the file [70]. 

The reaso he blood 

flow in th  solution 

derivation e no-slip 
𝜈𝐸

𝜈)(2𝜈 − 1)

𝐸

+ 𝜈)

, for the FSI setup to establish a coupling between the mathematical models of the fluid and the structural 

ment compatibility criterion must be satisfied, and a traction equilibrium must be achieved at the fluid

𝐹,𝑆 shown in FIG 5. The criteria and the equilibrium equations are expressed in Equations 8 and 9, respecti

𝑓,Γ𝐹,𝑆
 

𝑡𝑟𝐹,Γ𝐹,𝑆
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ 

n 7, 𝑑𝑠,Γ𝐹,𝑆
 and 𝑑𝑓,Γ𝐹,𝑆

 are the displacement of the solid and the fluid at the interface, respectively. Mor

, 𝑡𝑟𝑠,Γ𝐹,𝑆
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   is the forces exerted by the solid on the interface. Similarly, 𝑡𝑟𝐹,Γ𝐹,𝑆

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗  is the force applied by the flu

rial selection and properties 

the governing equations completely defined, the material selection process remains for their implementati

two-way coupled FSI numerical setup. In regard to the fluid domain, and as mentioned in the previous su

ressible and Newtonian with a density equal to 𝜌𝜓𝑓
= 1050 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 and a constant dynamic viscosity of 

 𝑘𝑔/𝑚𝑠. Meanwhile, for the solid domain, the mechanical properties of the artery wall material are assum

stic, incompressible, isotropic, and homogeneous in nature. The artery wall’s Young’s modulus is se

its density is equal to 𝜌𝜓𝑆
= 1120 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3, and a Poisson’s ratio of 𝜈𝑝 = 0.45 [69]. As for the plaque bu

osition and its accompanying material properties were neglected, and thus their influence on blood flow

 in the numerical study. Instead, the plaque model was assumed to act as a rigid body with a no-slip surfac

dary conditions 

oundary conditions in a typical FSI setup, such as the presented setup, have its boundary conditions div

ry sections, namely the fluid domain and the solid domain, to comply to their respective governing equatio

 fluid domain, the inlet is defined at the common carotid artery and is assumed a pulsatile Womersley pro

n behind this boundary representation is due to its strong ability to predict the fully developed nature of t

e post-aortic section of the carotid artery [42,46]. Its implementation comes from a Navier-Stokes equation

 that assumes a fully developed flow in a long, cylindrical pipe of radius R, with a rigid wall where th



condition laminar, 

axisymme

bound servation 

equation d

Where 𝜈 t r = R, a

fluctuating

−
1

𝜌

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥
= (11) 

Oscillatin

𝑓 =
𝜔

2𝜋
(12) 

Where A  the new 

equation o

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
− 𝜇 ( (13) 

A further 𝑢(𝑟, 𝑡) to 

only vary 

−
𝑖𝜔

𝑣
𝑤 + (14) 

Where 𝑣 g general

solution is

𝑤(𝑟) = − (15) 

Therefore  

𝑢(𝑟, 𝑡) =
(16) 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
= −

1

𝜌
(10)
is applied, experiencing a periodic pressure fluctuation. Moreover, the flow is assumed to be 

tric, and parallel to the pipe’s axis. In addition, its  

ary conditions are assumed to be axisymmetric down the center. This is modelled by a momentum con

efined with cylindrical coordinates as follows: 

is the kinematic viscosity. Moreover, by assuming a no-slip condition at the cylinder wall where 𝑢 =  0 a

 pressure gradient is considered as: 

𝐴 cos(𝜔𝑡) =  𝐴𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡

g at a frequency equal to: 

is some constant and 𝜔 is the angular frequency. Now, by introducing Equation 11 to Equation 10,

f motion then becomes: 

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑟2
+

1

𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟
) = 𝐴𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡

transformation of Equation 13 takes place by assuming the radius and time-dependent velocity function 

with radius, such that 𝑢(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑟) 𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡. In turn Equation 12 becomes:

�̈� +
1

𝑟
�̇� = −

𝐴

𝑣

=  
𝜇

𝜌⁄ . Lastly, by solving the given ordinary differential equation stated in Equation 14, the followin

 obtained: 

𝑖
𝐴

𝜔

[

1 −

𝐽0 (𝑟√
−𝑖𝜔
𝑣

)

𝐽0 (𝑅√−𝑖𝜔
𝑣

)
]

, to define the Womersley velocity profile, 𝑢(𝑟, 𝑡), at a given pressure gradient, the solution then becomes:

−𝑖
𝐴

𝜔
 [1 −

𝐽0 (𝛼𝑖
3

2⁄
𝑟
𝑅
)

𝐽0 (𝛼𝑖
3

2⁄ )
]  𝑒𝑖𝜔𝑡

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜈 (

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑟2
+

1

𝑟

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑟
) 



In which 𝐽 = 𝑅√
𝜔

𝑣
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To transla -Defined 
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The F ions with 
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layering, s simply 

summariz of force, 

induced b

𝐹𝑖 = ∑ 𝑘

𝑛𝑖

𝑗

(17) 

Where 𝐹𝑖 gs at the

shared ed node, an 

iterative c  the final 

nodal posi

∆𝑥𝑗
𝑛+1 = (18) 

𝑥𝑖
𝑛+1 = 𝑥 (19)

In Equati ime step, 

respective  of mesh 

cells posit ate a new 

layer of s a typical 

pulse. Prim nstances. 

Moreover  criterion 

that classi
0 expresses the first kind, zero order Bessel function and 𝛼 represents the Womersley number equal to 𝛼

te this mathematical expression into the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) numerical setup, a User

UDF) is written in C language to define the pulsatile inlet velocity profile at the CCA. As for the outlet b

reted as a pressure boundary condition set at a gauge pressure of 0 Pa and an operating pressure of 1 atm a

the ICA and the ECA. 

SI interface from the fluid domain’s side is defined as the inner artery wall that experiences deformat

 the pressure forces applied against it. Numerically, this is interpreted as deformations in the mesh, tha

 in Sec II E, and thus a joint-method dynamic meshing technique comprised of spring-based smoothing,

and local remeshing is adopted for this setup. The spring-based smoothing’s working principle i

ed as representation of node edges as a series of interconnected springs. Moreover, the transmission 

y a displacement at a neighboring boundary node, is calculated using Hooke’s law[71] as follows: 

𝑖𝑗(∆𝑥𝑗 − ∆𝑥𝑖)

is the net force, 𝑛𝑖 is the number of neighboring nodes to node 𝑖, 𝑘𝑖𝑗 is the spring constant of the sprin

ge between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. Furthermore, under the assumption of a force equilibrium at a given studied 

alculation is conducted using the Jacobi iterative method on Equation 18 until the solution converges and

tion is obtained in Equation 19. 

∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗∆𝑥𝑗
𝑛𝑛𝑖

𝑗

∑ 𝑘𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑖
𝑗

𝑖
𝑛 + ∆𝑥𝑖

𝑛,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑑  

ons 17 and 18, the superscripts n and n+1 refer to the nodal positions at the current and the next t

ly. As for the dynamic layering method, it is a tool that operates on the basis of adding or removing layers

ioned adjacent to the deforming interface. More specifically, the mesh cell layer undergoes splitting to cre

mall cells and accommodate for large deformations the carotid artery is predicted to experience during 

arily, this method aids in retaining calculation stability and convergence throughout any deformational i

, another method that supports such stability is the smoothing remeshing method. The method adopts a

fies the aspect ratio and skewness of mesh cells to evaluate their quality. 
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because th pressure-
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scrutinize stabilities 

due to hig r upwind 

scheme is  transient 

formulatio and, 750 

timesteps, s and the 

structural als of all 

governing ons were 

implemen

2.8. Hemo

Upon r of each 

mesh cell; crutinize 

its underly

An e angential 

frictional 
e other hand, the structural domain boundary conditions are setup in a much simpler manner, as its n

requirements are essentially locating and defining the supports of the structure and labelling the interface

solver’s perspective. For the current setup, a set of fixed supports are extended to the artery inlet and out

ed at each of the inlet at the CCA and the outlets at the ICA and the ECA. This is to constraint the solid 

artery to freely move in 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). Moreover, maximum displacements are expected

 the blood flow direction. As for the structural side of the interface, it has been defined at the inner w

l artery geometry where it coincides with the interface location specified at the fluid domain. 

etization schemes 

resented system of governing equations in Sec II B are solved through a two-way coupled CFD-Structu

tized by utilizing the finite volume method and the finite element method, respectively. For the CFD 

ased solver was implemented for the incompressible flow problem, and a SIMPLE scheme is implemente

elocity coupling. The reason behind this choice is because the numerical convergence of the simulation 

e modelled problem is assumed laminar and thus, the flow problem’s convergence is constrained by the 

oupling. Therefore, the SIMPLE scheme was chosen for a faster convergence. Moreover, given that the

s the FSI between the flow and the artery wall, the SIMPLE algorithm is used to address any potential in

h mesh skewness during mesh deformation [72]. As for the spatial discretization schemes, a second-orde

 used for the pressure and the momentum equations. To account for the transient nature of pulsatile flow, a

n, discretized using a first-order implicit scheme, is configured with a timestep size of ∆𝑇 = 1 𝑚𝑠  

 and a maximum of 30 iterations per timestep. This configuration aims to capture the flow hemodynamic

changes of the artery within two pulsatile cycles. Lastly, the convergence criteria used for the residu

 equations was 10-6. As for the structural solver, a series of linear-elastic-small-displacement stress equati

ted to perform a linear analysis on the induced artery wall deformations. 

dynamic parameters 

 solving the aforementioned governing equations, pressure and velocity solutions are stored at the cente

 furthermore, a set of hemodynamic parameters can then be deduced to quantify local hemodynamics and s

ing relationships with the artery’s structural anomalies. 

ssential parameter commonly investigated is the wall shear stress (WSS) that typically defines the t

force per unit area exerted by near-wall blood flow on the artery wall. WSS is expressed as follows: 



𝜏𝑤 = 𝜇𝜓𝐹
(20) 

In pre S vector 

direction n zones. 

Generally dynamic 

parameter e of the 

instantane

𝜏𝑡𝑎𝑤 =
1

𝑇
(21) 

In which T

2.9. Mesh

By em ains are 

discretized as shown 

in FIG 6. 

FIG. 6. Stru
𝑑𝑢𝜓𝐹

𝑑𝑟

vious works, it has been concluded that oscillating values of WSS during an instant in which the WS

opposes the flow[73]. In other words, oscillatory behavior hints at the existence of blood recirculatio

, such scenarios are noted to occur in regions highly prone to atherosclerosis. Similarly, another hemo

 considered is the time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) that represents the temporal averag

ous WSS over a full pulse cycle. It is typically expressed as shown in Equation 21 below: 

∫ |𝜏𝑤| 𝑑𝑡
𝑇

0

 refers to the duration of a full pulse cycle and t represents the flow time. 

 Independence Test 

ploying the FSI numerical setup discussed in the previous sections, the computational fluid and solid dom

 using a structured hexahedral mesh. Specifically, an o-grid mesh is generated for the artery’s domains, 

Moreover, FIG 7 illustrates the respective artery wall’s structured mesh generated for the investigation. 

ctured O-grid mesh of the fluid domain for an artery case model of 15° ICA angle and 50% ECST stenosis. 



FIG. 7. Stru

A me l results. 

Figure 8  average 

velocity m ignificant 

fluctuation e deemed 

negligible

FIG. 8. Me s. 
ctured mesh of the solid domain for an artery case model of 15° ICA angle and 50% ECST stenosis. 

sh independence test was performed to assess the degree of influence the mesh size had on the numerica

summarizes the different mesh sizes considered for the study and their influence on the instantaneous

agnitude recorded at the carotid sinus. Generally, instantaneous velocity does not witness any further s

 past the grid retaining approximately 220,000 cells. Thus, the small velocity differences past that grid ar

. 

sh independence test comparing the instantaneous average velocity obtained at Plane C recorded at flow time t = 0.75 
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In ad eliability 

and accur  is taken 

as a comp ty values 

measured  10, the 
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re, to scrutinize the influence of the cell size on the capturing of near-wall velocity gradients, a wall re

 test was conducted. We have initially taken the Case 2 as our base model for conducting the analysis, w

d five wall refinements and collected their resultant WSS at the outer wall of Plane C. Figure 9 below d

al differences between each level of near-wall mesh refinement. 

all refinement sensitivity plot of the time evolution of the resultant WSS at Plane C outer wall with different

s (in meters). 

ated, the variation in the value of WSS at the outer wall is very prominent at first, with the absence

t. However, with further refinement of the near-wall mesh, the WSS trend begins to converge with a mesh

𝑚. As such, the respective wall refinement was adopted and implemented in the artery’s meshing. 

p Validation 

dition to the mesh independence test, a setup validation is performed using the chosen grid to assess the r

acy of the suggested numerical setup and its models. Once again, the transient average velocity at Plane C

arative parameter between the experimental and the numerical results. Here, the experimental veloci

in the investigation conducted by Perktold et al.[18] are used for the validation. As illustrated in FIG

 results follow a strictly similar trend to that of the experimental values. This can be seen in the systolic
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However, moving along to the diastolic phase, a noticeable divergence of numerical results from the exp

witnessed. Nevertheless, this discrepancy is considered insignificant, as it and thus disregarded. Moreo

y may be resulting from ignorant assumptions in mechano-biological factors. 

 comparative plot showing difference resultant values of the average velocity at Plane C measured by Perktold et al.[1

umerical setup. 

 and Discussion

lopments of Blood Flow features 

he influence of increasing bifurcation angle on flow development 

s numerical exploration, induced blood flow structures due to varying configurations of bifurcation an

ercentages are compared. This was done through monitoring the velocity profiles and contours of the

ection planes along the carotid artery. Therefore, this facilitates numerical activities such as measuring the

velocity magnitude, visualizing the velocity distribution about an artery cross-section, and predicting 

ormations along the artery. 

mply examining the velocity contour plots across planes A through I, multiple observations can be mad

 flow features as both the bifurcation angle and the degree of stenosis are gradually increased. As the bi



angle wid ilarly, an 
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FIG. 11. In rtery (0% 

stenosis) at

Figure 11 rent flow 

feature fo sinus are 

examined be safely 

said that t ccur due 

to the wid nce most 

variation. ’s role in 

varying th e studies 

have unco ts[74,75]. 

Therefore  changes 

to the bifu
ens from 15° to 40°, the velocity witnesses a slight rise in magnitude across the artery’s ICA, sim

al velocity increase in the ECA at the systolic peak, as shown in FIG 11. 

stantaneous velocity module contours plotted at Planes A to I, including the inlet and outlet planes, of a healthy a

 bifurcation angles of (a) 15° (b) 25° (c) 40° at 𝑡 = 150∆𝑇. 

 presents the instantaneous velocity at the pulse peak of the systole phase to highlight the most appa

rmations. Moreover, noticeable, yet insignificant, increases in the flow recirculation at the carotid 

 as the bifurcation angle gradually increased. From the series of velocity contour plots in FIG 11, it can 

he velocity profiles generally retain their shape along the carotid artery, despite the small anomalies that o

ening of the bifurcation angle. Nevertheless, the velocity profiles about the carotid sinus appear to experie

While it still remains insignificant, it would still be of great interest to further explore the bifurcation angle

e blood flow, since bifurcation angle is clinically considered highly variable among patients. In fact, som

vered that this interpersonal variation can occur with aging and early atherosclerosis developmen

, velocity contours are plotted at Planes B through D to highlight the variation in the velocity profiles with

rcation angle, as shown in FIG 12. 
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With FIG es more 
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stantaneous velocity module contours plotted at (a) Plane B (b) Plane C and (c) Plane D of a healthy artery (0% stenos

) 15° (ii) 25° (iii) 40° at 𝑡 = 150∆𝑇. 

 12 illustrating the morphing of the velocity profiles, the influence of the bifurcation angle becom

. The axial flow downstream of the ICA appears to experience gradual suppression, as jet flow is seen to d

ear wall with increasing bifurcation angle. This is justified by the traces of an expanding recirculation zo

 of the carotid sinus. From the contours, the vortex structure displaces downwards from the outer wall

e flow against the inner wall. This is relatively more accentuated at bifurcation angles of 25° and 40°.  

he recirculation zone, FIG 13 presents a set of streamline plots along the carotid artery where the recircula

ced. 
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reamline maps plotted of a healthy artery (0% stenosis) at ICA angles of (a) 25° (b) 40° at 𝑡 = 150∆𝑇. 

3 suggests that recirculation acts as a defining feature for the flow at the carotid sinus, monitoring the

ue to changes in the bifurcation angle becomes of great importance. Thus, FIG 14 plots the average v

gainst the flowtime. Initially, the plotted trendlines reiterate that the bifurcation angle has minimal influen

ever, upon a second look, one may notice that an increase in the bifurcation angle has led to the pulse re

mum during the systolic phase. Specifically, as 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 increases from 15° to 40°, the maximum velocity sh

 to 0.491 m/s. Moreover, this increase in 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 has also led to a minimal shift backwards in the occurrenc

In other words, the flow would reach peak velocity at t = 0.129 s; however, with the increase of 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴,

 seen to occur at t = 0.123 s instead. Moving onto the diastolic phase, minimal, yet noticeable, differenc

re present. Generally, it appears that at greater bifurcation angles, the velocity experiences a slight dip, but

e same trendline, nevertheless. 
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 FIG. 11 through 13 only present the effect of the bifurcation angle on blood flow features at 0% stenos

rved that these trends can be generalized, as they remain present at higher stenosis percentages. H

ly, the influence of the bifurcation angle on the flow diminishes with higher degrees of stenosis. In other 

sis, flow feature developments mirror the developments occurring at 0% stenosis; however, recirculation

ounced at a bifurcation angle of 40°. Meanwhile, at 70% stenosis, the recirculation zone is no lon

; however, the decrease in the velocity magnitude is still observable. Lastly, at 80% stenosis, all bifurcat

ts are no longer dominant and are deemed completely negligible. This may be a step forward into truly def

of the clinical correlation between large bifurcation angles, typically assumed to be 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 > 25° , a

ents of atherosclerosis. However, to safely reach conclusive remarks on it, reliable hemodynamic parame

l shear stress (WSS), must be monitored, as shown later in Sec. III B. 

he influence of increasing stenosis percentage on flow development 

 other hand, another geometrical variation induced by atherosclerosis developments is the dilating lum

cumulation, otherwise known as stenosis. Following a similar qualitative procedure, a series of vector 
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section. S d at 70% 
to qualitatively analyze the flow manipulations stenosis induces in the ICA. It has been noted that with th

f stenosis, prominent flow features, such as the main recirculation zone at 0% stenosis, morph and develop

ntriguingly, an increase of stenosis from 0% to 50% does not appear to influence the main flow signific

elocity profiles throughout the ICA and ECA at 50% stenosis mirrors those captured at 0% stenosis, as 

stantaneous velocity module contours plotted at (a) Plane B (b) Plane C (c) Plane D (d) Plane E (e) Plane G of ar

° experiencing different degrees of stenosis (i) 0% (ii) 50% (iii) 70% (iv) 80% at 𝑡 = 150∆𝑇.

 with the increase of stenosis to 70%, the clogging becomes more significant in its manipulation of flow. B

t the velocity contour plots, it can be easily noticed that the flow has reduced at the ICA, specifically 

us. Moving downstream the sinus, a critical case of jet flow forms at the converging cross-sectional ar

reover, at Plane E, the flow at the ICA past the sinus also appears to have been affected, as traces of form

es at the outer wall is observed. However, upon examining the velocity contour plot at Plane G, yet ano

noticed at the ECA. The flow about the outer wall of the ECA appears to be plunging towards the axis of t

imilarly, as the stenosis is further increased to a maximum of 80%, the new flow formations witnesse
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imply increase in intensity to a point where the formed vortices downstream of the ICA experience a

om the outer wall towards the sidewalls of the ICA. This, in return, forces the jet flow towards the cente

all. Meanwhile, the flow at the ECA further plunges from the outer wall. While the contour plots have u

resting flow trends, streamline plots would further enhance the visualization of the aforemention

ions, as demonstrated in FIG 16. 

treamline maps plotted for arteries with  𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 25° experiencing different degrees of stenosis (a) 0% (b) 50% (c)

150∆𝑇. 

 in FIG 16, the singular recirculation zone drawn in FIG 16a is split into two regions by the stenosis occurr

 diameter of the carotid sinus. Moreover, the observation of increased recirculation intensity with the in

is is reiterated in the streamline figures, and thus, one may see the hemodynamic significance stenosis has
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To reitera alities in 
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d to the minimalistic flow effect induced by the change in the bifurcation angle, increasing stenosis do

 vary the flow velocity and its profiles, as presented earlier in FIG 15. With new formations of vortices 

inus, the flow characteristics about the sinus region becomes of great interest. Figure 17 plots the average

t Plane C at different cases of artery stenosis with respect to flow time. As expected, with the crea

g area and with the flow constrained, a jet flow is induced, consequently. This then justifies the drasti

agnitude with the increase of the percentage of stenosis. The trend begins with the increase in stenosis fro

a relatively insignificant change in terms of velocity magnitude. However, the initial rate at which velocit

itnesses a noticeable increase. This trend is inherited and intensified with the advancement of stenosis. As

new flow behavior begins to emerge at 70% stenosis, where the velocity experiences slight instability d

hase between t = 0.2 – 0.4 s. The increasing velocity gradient and the instability can possibly be justifi

havior of the vortices upstream and downstream of the stenosed region, respectively. 

verage velocity at Plane C plotted against the flow time for carotid arteries at 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 25° experiencing stenosis pe

%, 70%, 80%. 

te, such recirculation embodies a flow constraint on the blood which reduces the blood and causes abnorm

cycles. However, to truly define the role of vortices and their physiological impacts on the artery as a w

 stress and wall displacements must be quantified and scrutinized, as shown in later sections. 
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tions of the Wall Shear Stress with Changes in the Arterial Geometrical Features 

wall shear stress has been recognized as a prominent clinical hemodynamic parameter that characte

ents of atherosclerosis. Moreover, it aids in uncovering underlying progression and regression mecha

rotic stenosis. Therefore, in this section, the WSS is quantified with flow time at geometrical instances o

es and degrees of stenosis. As blood flow has been seen witnessing the most variation, with respe

al manipulations in the bifurcation angle and degree of stenosis, at the carotid sinus, the WSS was mon

its values at the outer and inner sinus walls at each of Planes C and D. 

ecorded WSS values in the axial direction at Planes C and D plotted against flow time at (a) 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 15° (b) 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴

° at monitor points placed about (i) Plane C inner wall (ii) Plane C outer wall (iii) Plane D inner wall (iv)

. 
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e 18 presents the change in WSS at cases where 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 15°, 25°, 40° and percentage stenosis of 0%, 50

 Essentially, the plots reveal an interesting contrast between WSS’ behavior towards the changing ge

ions at the inner wall and the outer wall. At the inner wall of Plane C, a gradual hike in WSS magnitud

as stenosis rises from 0% to 70%. However, as stenosis is increased to 80%, a general drop in WSS mag

, with a severe drop during the systolic peak. A similar trend is observed at the inner wall of Plane D, 

rally sustains an increasing magnitude from 0% to 70% stenosis, after the sharp drop at the systolic pea

walls, interestingly, WSS, in terms of magnitude, is seen to exhibit a different trend, specifically, at the

ead, WSS retains a continuous rise at the systolic peak with the increase of stenosis from 0% through to 80

ermore, upon examining the effect of stenosis on WSS, the similarity of WSS values at 0% and 50%

quite noticeable. In fact, at the inner wall of Plane C, the gradient between the values is minimal. Ho

 difference that is highlighted is that an increase in stenosis to 50% leads to an increase in the rate at wh

t the systolic peak. On the other hand, and as aforementioned, this observation dissolves upon increasing s

ead, another eye-catching trend emerges where WSS begins to experience oscillations towards the diasto

be seen at t = 0.2 – 0.4 s, which expectedly overlaps with the velocity fluctuation witnessed in FIG 

the relationship between WSS and the flow velocity at near-wall regions. Typically, these fluctuations m

tion of recirculatory flows. As a matter of fact, clear evidence of recirculation is primarily shown at the ou

D, which are specifically highlighted by the negative WSS values. For example, the healthy artery

ly demonstrate negative WSS values regardless of the bifurcation angle. However, the role of the bifurcat

ted by the negative WSS values obtained at Plane C’s outer wall for all cases of stenosis. This is beca

s appear to be more amplified at the outer walls with the increase of ICA angle to 40°, where it has been

t vortices are formed, as shown in FIG 15. 

e 19 enables a closer examination of the true effects of bifurcation angle variation on the WSS by plotting

. The carotid artery stenosis cases considered in the figure are 50% and 70% stenosis, as it highlights the 

vere stenosis according to the ECST criterion. Interestingly, the bifurcation angle effect is presented diff

 of stenosis. For instance, at 50% stenosis, WSS appears noticeably higher at 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 15° in most cases,

 of the inner wall at Plane C. Meanwhile, at 70% stenosis, the trend in which WSS is maximum at 𝜃𝐼

t the outer wall of Planes C and D; however, it diminishes at the planes’ inner walls. Instead, WSS is 

aximum at an ICA angle of 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 25°.



FIG. 19. W tenosis at 

monitor p all. 
SS magnitude varying with ICA angles at Planes C and D plotted against flow time at (a) 50% Stenosis (b) 70% s

oints placed about (i) Plane C inner wall (ii) Plane C outer wall (iii) Plane D inner wall (iv) Plane D outer w
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 contrast mainly between the inner and the outer walls at different geometries of the artery. When comp

of stenosis, it seems that the more severe the degree of stenosis was, the higher the WSS became. W

known as an indicator of potential atherosclerosis development[76], one might interpret the low WSS m

t healthy and mild stenosis (0% and 50%) as a higher probability of plaque build-up compared to severe

atherosclerosis plaque (70%, 80%). Typically, the mechanism of plaque formation initiation at locat

w WSS levels is explained as an increase in endothelial cell permeability, which in turn, induces 

n retention, as explained by Moerman et al.[77]. Moreover, regulation of pro-inflammatory signaling pathw

creased concentrations of inflammatory cells. Therefore, with reference to the numerical models, plaque

orm throughout the outer walls of the carotid sinus (Planes C and D) of healthy models. In addition,

0%-80%) show potential of further plaque development upstream of the existing plaque at the outer wa

cifically in cases of a 40° ICA angle. On the other hand, the higher WSS values at the severe cases are in

r probability of plaque rupture[78]. Such values are observed mainly at the outer wall of the sinus at Plan

ver, this trend is sustained across all degrees of stenosis. The reason behind this attribution is because man

istently observed high WSS at the plaque rupture site. However, Eshtehardi et al.[79] suggests high WSS

-plaque stress as a potential mechanism for plaque rupture. Perhaps, this may be one of the major reasons a

 criterion considers cases of stenosis > 70% surgery-required cases. This is because plaque rupture is 

 of thrombosis[80] where the rupture exposes cholesterol and tissue under the fibrous cap, initiates the f

 clot at rupture site, and the growing clot eventually blocks the blood flow in the artery. However, anot

 with increase of stenosis is the sharp drop in WSS at the inner walls upon reaching the systolic peak. Simi

t at an instant at which plaque buildup is encouraged at the inner walls, where the once eccentric stenosis 

centric stenosis. This is probably due to the flow disturbances, i.e. vortex formations, that lead to en

ion[81,82]. 

over, looking at the effect of the bifurcation angle, the aforementioned effects are amplified differently bas

xperienced. As it seems at 50%, the drop in WSS is generally not significant at the inner walls of Planes

ter wall of Plane D. However, it is noticeable at the outer wall of Plane C, which, as interpreted earlier,

aque buildup is induced with the increase of the ICA angle. As for 70% stenosis, a relatively larger variat

served. At the inner walls, WSS observes opposing trends as the ICA angle is increased; WSS increases as

eases to 25° and then decreases to a new low after a further angular increase to 40°. As for the outer w
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-Induced Geometrical Deformations of the Carotid Artery 

emodynamic flow features defined through monitoring changes in the direction of flow, flow velocity and

 walls, it would be insightful to identify the effects this variation of flow has on the reciprocating 

ons experienced by the artery wall at each of the considered cases. Figure 20 quantifies and summarizes th

l deformation witnessed at the artery wall at each combination of degree of stenosis and bifurcation ang

aled that the bifurcation angle and the degree of deformation share a general negative relationship. 

f the ICA angle, an interesting trend was captured in which the deformation was initially inhibited, as

from 15° to 25°, but witnessed incremental amplification after further increasing the angle to 40°. T

ery consistent at 0%, 50%, and 70% stenosis. However, at 80% stenosis, the trend witnesses a slight shift

se in the ICA angle from 15° to 25° leads to a surprising increase in the total arterial deformation. Moreov

rease to 40°, the deformation is instead inhibited significantly. This appears to violate the observation 

 al.[83] where deformation witnessed a relative drop in the stenosed artery. Perhaps, it is because of th

placed on the role of the bifurcation angle in the wall deformation. In addition, it has been revealed that

ins, to a certain extent, an effect on the time at which maximum deformation occurs. This is mainly noti

% stenosis shown in FIG 20a where the maximum deformation for ICA angles of 15° occurs at t =

e, cases with an ICA angle of 25° witness their maximum deformation at t = 0.07 s, while a maximum def

t = 0.105 s, at 40° . However, this effect wears out as soon as stenosis is increased past 0%. This

ed in Table 3. 
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er, when upon examining the influence of stenosis on the total deformation, a negative trend is reveal

f stenosis as it is increased to 50%. And thus, the instant at which maximum deformation is pushed fur

 systolic peak. However, as stenosis progresses further, this time instant slowly climbs back towards the

nt. On the other hand, deformation-wise, it follows a similar alternating trend where total deformation d

 the progression of stenosis to 50%. However, a relatively slight drop is witnessed at 70%, which is later

ased at 80%. In addition to that, stenosis progression consistently induces frequent oscillations o

on during the late diastolic phase regardless of the ICA angle, however, only during the presence of stenosi
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owtime at which maximum deformation occurs for each combination of cases. 

centage of Stenosis 
ICA Angle, 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴(°)

15 25 40 

0.077 s 0.070 s 0.105 s 

0.055 s 0.054 s 0.064 s 

0.054 s 0.051 s 0.057 s 

0.082 s 0.086 s 0.085 s 

lly, the majority of deformations about a carotid artery would occur at the sides of the apex, just before th

s observation has been consistent throughout the literature[83,84], despite introducing both eccentric and c

imilarly, this incident has been observed in the cases of 0% to 70% stenosis. However, as 80% pr

n the deformation trend, the condition also demonstrates an unexpected change in points of deformation. W

gion of deformation about the carotid sinus and apex remains unchanged, as illustrated in FIG 21, the

 deformation jumps from one side to another with the variation of the ICA angle. At 15°, the deforma

the sidewalls of the apex with some minor deformations about the outer wall of the carotid sinus. As the I

5°, deformation at the apex sidewalls is noticeably inhibited, however, maximum deformation is witness

 within the region of the apex. Lastly, at 40°, surprisingly, the deformation at the apex sidewalls returns al

n of maximum deformation about the carotid sinus. 

ontour plots of total deformation (in meters) experienced by the artery wall of an artery experiencing 80% stenos

) 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 15° (b) 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 25° (c) 𝜃𝐼𝐶𝐴 = 40° at their respective maximum deformation time instant.
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s numerical physiological investigation, a parametric analysis has been conducted to scrutinize the inte

al differences of one’s carotid artery by uncovering the role of two geometrical variations primarily exam

rotid artery, namely the bifurcation angle and the degree of stenosis. The bifurcation angle has been v

e ECA angle constant while varying the ICA angle from 15°, 25°, and to 40°. As for the stenosis, an 

as been considered for the carotid artery models with varying severity from 0%, 50%, 70%, and to 80%, a

terion. Thus, the stenosis shape was assumed cylindrical throughout this study. This model was couple

model of the artery wall to explore the influence of flow on the wall structure. Through capturing the deve

atures within each carotid artery model, monitoring its velocity values, tracking the change in the W

 the resultant arterial deformations, multiple conclusions were made on the hemodynamic relationship bet

he artery structure. The following key conclusions were drawn from this investigation: 

pon monitoring the formations of flow structures at different geometrical cases, it has been observe

ncrease in the bifurcation angle slightly amplifies existing recirculation zones. Meanwhile, a progressi

tenosis seems to split the naturally occurring recirculation zone about the outer wall of the sinus into tw

ecirculation zones upstream and downstream of the carotid sinus. Moreover, flow about the ICA sid

nhibited by the vortices, in addition to the formation of jet flow about the inner wall of the sinus.

imilarly, the wall shear stress undergoes parameter-based variation where a complementary effect tak

epending on the bifurcation angle set and the degree of stenosis observed. With the increase of the bi

ngle, given that stenosis is < 50%, the value of WSS experiences a noticeable drop in value at the ICA ou

n a way that induces further development of existing plaque buildup. However, for stenosis ≥  70%, W

egins to drop in value near the inner walls instead where concentric stenosis may be encouraged. Fur

SS begins to rise at the outer walls which may lead to increased risk of plaque rupture simultaneously.

he influence of hemodynamic flow variation on the artery structure is quantified by its total displaceme

een generally noted that the total deformation witnessed at the artery wall decreases with the increa

ifurcation angle. Moreover, an increase in stenosis generally presents an increase in total deformation. Ho

tenosis of 80% demonstrates an exception in deformation where it experiences a significant incre

ncreasing the bifurcation angle. Moreover, this exceptional behavior carries forward with the positi

eformation where the point of maximum deformation moves from its original position at the sidewalls of

o the outer walls of carotid sinus.
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